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Viewing the Applicant Profile

The applicants screen shows all applicants who have created a Fast Track profile. You can view the applicant’s profile to see how it appears to the applicant. You can see the applicant’s email address, username and application status. To access an applicant’s profile screen:

Menu Path: Web/HR/Employee Administration/Fast Track/Application Processing/Applicants

- Enter the name of the applicant
- Click the “View Applicant Profile” button or expand the triangle icon next to the applicant’s name, and in the Applicant information tab, select the “View Applicant Profile” link.

This will provide you access to view the applicant’s profile, exactly as they see it. Please see below for details:

![Applicant Profile Screen]
Separate Reference Questionnaires

For external reference requests, a reference request email is sent for each application. If the positions are all using the same reference questionnaire, multiple emails are sent, but the reference only needs to complete one questionnaire. If you would like the reference to answer different questions based on the position, you will need to add additional reference questions based on the position.

Menu Path: Web/HR/Employee Administration/Fast Track/Position Processing/Position Setup/Reference Questionnaire

For example, if an applicant were to apply to multiple teaching positions and you attached the same reference questions to all open teaching positions, the applicant’s references will receive multiple reference emails (one for each position applied to), but they would only need to fill out one reference, and their answers would be saved for all positions you applied for.

If you would like to receive a reference response for each specified position, you would need to add reference questions specific to that position. Please see below for an example:

Tip: You could use the Clone button to copy an existing questionnaire which allows you to save time by editing the questions specific to that position.
Reference Emails Set to Expire - Never

External references and their questionnaire responses remain connected to an application until it reaches its expiration date. Neither the applicant nor Human Resources can edit or remove the reference once it is complete. Make sure that you do not set the expiration date to “never,” because it may pose an issue for an applicant who does not want to retain old references, or the applicant will not have any slots left to add additional current references.

Menu Path: Web/HR/Employee Administration /Fast Track /Position Processing / Setup/Configuration/Position Setup

- Click on Reference Setup Tab and Click Edit
- Enter “After Creation” references, Expire: Date (recommendation is 1 year).

For Example: Jane Smith applied to a teaching position in May 2014, and again in 2016. The district requires the applicant to list 2 references, the position allows you to enter a maximum of 4 references. The reference setup is set to expire after 1 year.

Job listing in May 2014 - These 2 references would have expired in May 2015.
References Listed:

✓ Brian Jones 05/14/2015
✓ Sally May 05/16/2015

When she applied to another teaching position in May 2016, she will need to enter 2 new references (even if they are the same people she used, when she applied back in May).

Job listing in May 2016 - These 2 references will expire in May 2017.
References listed:

✓ Luke Bass 05/20/2016
✓ Will White 05/30/2016

If the applicant applies to another position after the second set of references expire in May 2017, the applicant would be able to provide 2 different references because the expired references will no longer show in the applicant’s profile or count as a required references for that open position. If the district allows more than 2 references, the employee would be able to add additional references up to the maximum number.
The newly added references would receive a reference email to complete, whereas the completed references would not.

Note: The completed references remain attached to any closed applications for historical purposes.

**Applicant - Last Name Change**

Example: You have an employee who created a profile, applied for positions, and later marries - changing their last name. There are a few options:

1. The employee can change the last name in their Fast Track profile. This would keep all the previously stored documents (ex: resume, cover letter, references) attached to the employee profile.

2. HR can change the applicant’s last name - as long as the application is in open status.

3. The employee can start a completely different profile with a different last name/email address.

Below are instructions on how HR is able to change the applicant’s last name.

**Menu path: Web/HR/Employee administration/Fast Track/Open Applications**

- Enter the employee name
- Select edit Application information
- Click the Edit button on Contact Information
- Update information, click Save and Close

*Note: If the applicant changes their last name, any previous jobs that they have applied to, store the historical last name that the applicant applied under. Any positions that the applicant applies to in the future will store the new last name.*
Tip: Some districts choose to have the maiden name in parentheses as a way to keep a reference of a change in the applicant’s last name. See image below:

Fast Track Data Mining – Volunteers

You could set a position in your district for Volunteers. Once you determine the criteria for that position, you can run a data mining report on it. Below is sample report template that contains fields that you could use to find any applicants wanting to volunteer.

Tip: You could also include Fast Track Positions for Student Workers.

Attachment Lists

In the July 15, 2017 release, the 10 attachment limit for Fast Track attachment lists has been removed, which allows districts to set as many attachment types as they would like on a job listing.